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Abstract
Numerical evidence for the existence of spatially chaotic magnetic field lines about the collapse
phase of tokamak sawteeth with incomplete reconnection is presented. This uses the results of
extensive test particle simulations in different sets of electromagnetic perturbations tested against
experimental JET measurements. In tokamak sawteeth, that form a laboratory prototype of
magnetic reconnection, the relative magnetic perturbation dB B may reach a few percents. This
does not apply to tokamak operating regimes dominated by turbulence where dB B is usually not
larger than -10 4. However, this small magnetic perturbation being sustained by a large spectrum
of modes is shown to be sufficient to ensure the existence of stochastic magnetic field lines. This
has important consequences for magnetic confinement fusion where electrons are dominantly
governed by the magnetic force. Indeed some overlap between magnetic resonances can locally
induce chaotic magnetic field lines enabling the spatial redistribution of the electron population
and of its thermal content. As they are the swiftest plasma particles, electrons feed back the most
rapid perturbations of the magnetic field.

Keywords: magnetic confinement fusion, chaotic magnetic field lines, stochasticity, magnetic
turbulence

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Historically the modeling of transport processes in tokamaks
relied first on a classical transport picture, where thermali-
zation is mediated by particle-to-particle collisions. Yet the
first estimates for the heat losses derived from this classical
approach happened to be largely insufficient to account for
experimental measurements. Later, Galeev and Sagdeev [1]
revised the classical theory by taking into account the toroidal
effects inducing the existence of orbits having a width much
larger than the Larmor radius, the so-called banana orbits:
their theory became known as the neoclassical theory. Even if
the cross-field transport is substantially augmented compared
with the classical theory, neoclassical estimates remain

typically about one to two orders of magnitude smaller than
actual tokamak losses. The reason behind this failure is the
low collisionality of tokamak plasmas. Indeed because colli-
sionality decreases strongly with plasma temperature, as
-Te

3 2 [2], diluted hot plasmas are intrinsically low collisional
so that the physics of hot plasmas in magnetic confinement
devices for fusion applications is dominated by collective
effects.

The picture that emerges is that the paths to transport and
thermalization in magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) devices
may be separated in two distinct categories [3]. There is first
an extrinsic path, that is non-cancelable, being due to the
granularity of matter, that involves the particle-particle colli-
sions. And there is a second, dominant, path that is intrinsic,
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collective and collisionless. Both paths should ultimately be
reduced and controlled to optimize fusion performance [4, 5].

Neglecting collisions, the relevant mathematical frame to
describe MCF plasma physics is the Vlasov equation for the
distribution functions, f tv r, ,s ( ), of the various particle
species
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where the electric and magnetic fields, E and B, are the sums
of external and self-consistent fields and where the time
Ît T0;[ ]. Let us define = =f f tv r v r, , , 0s s0 ( ) ( ).

Solving the Vlasov equation (1) amounts to find the
characteristics R and V that solve the system of differential
equations for t< < T0
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with the conditions t = =tR r( ) and t = =tV v( ) . Then
the solution to the Vlasov equation at time t is

=f t fv r V R, , 0 , 0 . 4s s0( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )

What can be gained from this simple mathematical con-
sideration? Neglecting collisions means that all MCF plasma
particles interact only with the electromagnetic fields
according to equations (2)–(3). This may be viewed as a
validation for test-particle approaches in MCF plasmas.
Indeed, if one provisionally discards self-consistency and
approximates the electromagnetic fields with reasonably
physical models, then doing statistics on test particles
amounts to solve the (non self-consistent) Vlasov equation.
Considering just equations (2)–(3) means a drastic reduction
of the problem dimension and a simplification of the
dynamics integration. Although the solution is not exact,
being non self-consistent, one can use test-particle approaches
to test different sets of electromagnetic field evolutions and
approach the realistic one by confrontation to experimental
measurements. This is indeed the route that will be presented
in section 2 to test indirectly the regular or chaotic nature of
magnetic field lines during some JET sawtooth collapses.

The principle of MCF is that plasma confinement is
ensured by a strong, static, magnetic field B0, so that at the
dominant order the dynamics of charged particles obey

= ´m
t

q
v

v B
d

d
. 50 ( )

This equation ensures that the charged particle is confined,
spiraling along B0, and that its energy remains constant. This
conservative property is favorable for plasma insulation. Yet
the initial plasma formation and its subsequent heating need
to be driven by electric fields, which can be inductive as in
tokamaks or high-frequency as in stellarators. The full, gen-
eral, particle equation of motion is eventually of the type

d= ´ + + ´m
t

q q q
v

v B E v B
d

d
, 60 ( )

where the electric, E, and magnetic, d+B B0 , fields are
related by Faradayʼs law.

Let us estimate the strength of the electric force
on charged particles. From Faradayʼs law, we have

w d~E B kk k k . In situations of turbulence, typical fluctua-
tion frequencies wk have for instance been reported to be in
the range 104–105 Hz in tokamaks for centimeter wavelengths
[6]. Consequently, as far as electrons are concerned, having
typical velocities of ´ -4 10 m s7 1 in 10 keV tokamaks, the
magnitude of the electric force remains typically negligible in
front of that of the magnetic force. Electrons are dominantly
governed by the magnetic force in tokamak plasmas and are
guided by the magnetic field lines associated to the total
magnetic field d= +B B B0 . This may no longer be true for
ions, and even less for the most massive ions, that are com-
paratively more sensitive to the electric force, qE, than to the
force due to the magnetic perturbation, d´qv B. However,
as the electrons are the swiftest plasma particles, their con-
finement is essential. They play a leading role in the highest
frequency phenomena of MCF. Because the electrons are
dominantly controlled by the total magnetic force, ´qv B,
they will be the most sensitive to, possibly transient, failures
in the magnetic confinement, that is the backbone of MCF
plasmas, with potentially deleterious consequences. This
motivates a further, and ultimate, reduction of the physical
picture of MCF plasmas: the purely magnetic approach.

Because B is divergence-free, it can be shown that, at each
given time, the magnetic field lines are trajectories of a
Hamiltonian system H x x x, ,1 2 3( ) depending on the space
coordinates. Yet, chaos theory tells us that the minimal number
of degrees of freedom required for the possible emergence of
chaos is three. Therefore, in generic situations where no
symmetry reduces the space dimension, magnetic field lines are
expected to be spatially chaotic. The adverb spatially serves to
remind that one refers here to the chaos of magnetic field lines
at given times. One could also equivalently talk of Eulerian
chaos [7]. We shall now address the questions of the existence
and importance of spatially chaotic magnetic field lines in
tokamak plasmas. In section 2, some numerical evidence for
the existence of spatially chaotic magnetic field lines about the
collapse phase of tokamak sawteeth with incomplete recon-
nection will be presented using the results of extensive test
particle simulations. In tokamak sawteeth, the relative magnetic
perturbation dB B may reach a few percents. This does not
apply to tokamak operating regimes dominated by turbulence
where dB B is not larger than -10 4. The final section 3 will
however bring evidence for the existence of magnetic chaos in
this case and briefly discuss some of its implication.

2. Macroscopic features: indirect evidence for
chaotic magnetic field lines in tokamak sawteeth
with incomplete reconnection

2.1. The magnetic reconnection puzzle

Magnetic reconnection may be defined as a sudden rearran-
gement of magnetic field that converts magnetic energy to

2
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plasma energy. Increasing observational evidence indicates
that it is at play in the most spectacular space plasma phe-
nomena, including solar flares [8], magnetospheric substorms
[9] or gamma-ray bursts. A common denominator of their
phenomenology is the sudden, explosive, nature of the
reconnection onset. In this respect, there is an increasing
interest in the role and impact of stochasticity, and possibly
turbulence, in space magnetic reconnection [10]. Indeed, this
could be an ingredient explaining the long-standing and
controversial conundrum of the rapidity of the reconnec-
tion [11].

Magnetic reconnection does not show up only in space
plasmas but has most important manifestations in toroidal
magnetic confinement devices for fusion applications. It is
there at play in sawteeth [12, 13], that were diagnosed for the
first time in the early 1970s [14]. In this regime, quantities
like the core plasma density or temperature undergo a slow
rise before suddenly crashing on a periodic basis, so that the
resulting time trace of these quantities resembles the edge of a
saw. This relaxation phenomenon, that takes place in toka-
maks, but also in reversed field pinches [15] or stellarators
[16], is of considerable concern since the best fusion perfor-
mances are attained just before the crashes. It puts therefore a
limit to the fusion yield.

One possible explanation for the origin of sawtooth
crashes has been the so-called stochastic scenario. Lichten-
berg argued in a seminal paper [17] that the fast disruptive
relaxation could be caused by the intrinsic large-scale sto-
chasticity caused by overlapping magnetic islands. Despite
some recent analogous stochastic interpretation of sawteeth
experiments done in the ASDEX tokamak [18, 19], this the-
ory faces a major, still unsolved, challenge due the puzzling
outcome of a well-known experiment. In 1997, striking
results were published [20] of some experiments performed in
JET on the transport of nickel impurities during the sawtooth
regime. Being introduced by the laser blow-off technique,
trace nickel impurities were observed to propagate rapidly
inwards until halting at a radius close to the =q 1 surface,
behaving then as a transport barrier, at which their density
peaked. Then, coincident with the sawtooth collapse, nickel
ions were suddenly transported towards the plasma core and,
correspondingly, the soft x-ray emission indicated that the
nickel density profile flattened during the very short, about

m50 s, lapse of time of the crash phase. The redistribution of
these heavy impurities is as fast as the drop of the electron
temperature occurring during the crash, even if electrons are
two order of magnitude faster than Ni ions. This fact was
given as an argument to rule out the stochastic nature of the
transport during the sawtooth [20].

A well-known problem faced when studying the saw-
tooth phenomenon lies in the computational difficulty to
reproduce it self-consistently. Magnetohydrodynamic-based
approaches repeatedly predict a complete reconnection at
each sawtooth cycle (in the absence of ad-hock tricks)
whereas the experimental reconnection is incomplete. (See
e.g. the presentation on sawtooth oscillations by Biskamp
[21].) This may question the validity of fluid models in the
reconnection collapse phase. Moreover, the treatment of the

different species (electrons, plasma ions and impurities) in
this kind of calculations is very heterogeneous. Specific
ad hoc and phenomenological terms are added to the transport
equations of each species, to approximate the expected
behavior of the system. This approach tends to oversight the
fact that at the very last, all particles in the plasma are subject
to the same electric and magnetic fields, which will ultimately
determine their dynamics. Another problem lies in the
experimental difficulty to resolve the magnetic spectrum
poloidally. Usually it is only toroidally resolved. All this led
us to investigate sawtooth collapses in a new, indirect way, by
making use of experimental results on the behavior of plasma
and heavy trace particles as a testbed to probe the existence
and the importance of the spatial chaos of magnetic field lines
in sawtooth collapses.

In the framework of this study, presented below, nickel
ions, electrons and plasma ions are considered as test parti-
cles, the trajectories of which will be computed using a full
orbit following code. The only necessary information to
perform this is having a prescribed model set for the electric
and magnetic fields during the sawtooth collapse phase. The
impact of spatial chaos will be eventually singled-out by
considering sawtooth collapse models with integrable and
spatially chaotic magnetic field lines for the same amplitude
of the magnetic perturbation dB in the same constant equili-
brium magnetic field. Inward propagation of nickel ions
during the collapse is recovered in the chaotic case, but not
for integrable magnetic field lines.

2.2. Framework

We begin by noting that, due to the magnetic field being
globally divergence-free, its field lines are the trajectories of a
Hamiltonian system. Let us consider a set of variables
r q f, ,( ) where ρ is a radius-like variable that vanishes along
the magnetic axis. Then, there exist [22] two single-valued
functions r q fY , ,( ) and r q fF , ,( ), such that the magnetic
field can be written in the form

q f= Y ´  +  ´ FB . 7( )

Eliminating the variable ρ by using q fF Y, ,( ), the equations
for the magnetic field lines read f qY = -¶F ¶d d and
q f = ¶F ¶Yd d , so that Φ plays the role of the Hamilto-
nian, the toroidal angle f is a time-like variable and Ψ is the
momentum conjugated to the poloidal angle θ. In a non-
steady state, the field-line Hamiltonian depends also on the
real time t, that is a parameter not a canonical variable, and
will be noted Ft. As usual in tokamak physics, one will
assume that the magnetic field tB r,( ) remains sufficiently
close to some equilibrium B r0 ( ) with perfect magnetic sur-
faces. In Fourier decomposed form, the magnetic field-line
Hamiltonian reads then

åq fF Y = F Y + F Y q f-, , e . 8t

m n
mn
t m n

0
,

i( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

The magnetic field-line Hamiltonian associated to B0 is
integrable, being F Y0 ( ). It identifies with the poloidal
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magnetic flux and Ψ with the toroidal magnetic flux. The
safety profile Yq ( ) is defined by F Y = Y -qd d0

1( ) .

Important to our study is to recognize that there exist
also non-axisymmetric integrable field-line Hamiltonians
obtained from equation (8). For instance, if one assumes that
the magnetic field perturbation affects only m=n modes,
such as the dominant (1, 1) and (2, 2) modes, then the
Hamiltonian may be expressed as a function of just two
coordinates, namely Ψ and the helical angle q f- , and is
thus integrable [23, 24]. Then, in order to isolate the effect of
the magnetic field line chaos on the motion of the nickel ions
during the sawtooth crash, two different sets of magnetic
field perturbations will be used [25]. In the first one, the
perturbation has a single helicity with (1, 1) or (1, 1)+(2, 2)
modes associated to an integrable magnetic field-line
Hamiltonian. In the second scenario, which is more realistic,
the perturbation includes the (1,1) modes and ¹m n modes.
The dominant ¹m n mode is the (2,1) mode that is linearly
destabilized together with the (1, 1) mode due to toroidal
effects.

It is likely that, in the JET discharges of [20], sawteeth
were triggered by excitation of the internal kink mode in the
semi-collisional ion-kinetic regime. However, as we focus on
the crash phase, the duration of which is much shorter than
that of the whole sawtooth cycle, and on the specific impact of
the chaos of magnetic field lines, we are not interested here in
the precise determination of the time development and space
dependence of magnetic modes before the crash. Moreover,
the crash phase being much shorter than the resistive time, the
ideal Ohmʼs law will be considered as approximately valid.
Denoting by x the plasma displacement field, the perturbed
magnetic and electric field can be written as

xd =  ´ ´B B , 90( ) ( )

x
= -

¶
¶

´
t

E B. 10( )

So doing, the perturbed e.m. fields are derived under the
sole knowledge of the plasma displacement field. The time
evolution of the displacement is phenomenologically recon-
structed as in [18, 26, 27]. In the JET discharges of [20],
sawteeth are in all likelihood triggered by excitation of the
n=1 internal kink mode, whereas higher modes are non-
linearly triggered [24, 28] as the n=1 mode develops.
Higher order ¹m n modes have even been experimentally
measured [29]. The different nature of the magnetic field
topology in both cases is illustrated by the Poincaré section
plots for the integrable (mode (1, 1)) and stochastic (modes
(1, 1) and (2, 1)) cases as shown in figure 1. The radial dis-
placement of the mode m n,( ) is written as

x x q f c= - +r t t f r m n t, cos 11r
mn mn mn

mn0( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )

and the other components of the displacement are obtained
considering an incompressible displacement x = 0· and
minimizing the change in potential energy for internal modes
as in [27]. The effect of the crash is to quench the magnetic
perturbation, although not completely, since, consistently
with partial reconnection, a remnant of the = =m n 1 island
is commonly observed. Consequently, it will be assumed that,
at the end of the crash phase, the mode amplitudes become

xcmn
mn
0 , with a finite (1, 1) mode, given by =c 0.111 , while
=c 0mn for ¹m n, 1, 1( ) ( ). As for the radial dependence, the

f rmn ( ) will be phenomenologically reconstructed as in
[18, 26, 27]. Consistently with the experimental measure-
ments obtained e.g. in ASDEX [19], the (1,1) mode will have
the form of the classical kink so that f r11 ( ) amounts to a
smoothed step function. As for the (2,2) mode, that is non-
linearly triggered [24], an experimental reconstruction [18]
will be used as in [26, 27]. As for the other modes, the ideal
linear cylindrical form will be used as in [30] so that
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where q r( ) is the equilibrium safety profile, chosen here as a

Figure 1. Comparison between the integrable and the chaotic cases: Poincaré sections of the B lines at the crash onset in the case of integrable
magnetic field lines with a (1,1) displacement from the circular cross-section center of 25 cm (a), in the case of integrable magnetic field lines
with a (1,1) displacement of 25 cm and a (2,2) displacement of10 cm (b) and in the case of locally chaotic magnetic field lines (c) with a (1,1)
displacement of 25 cm and a (2,1) displacement of 10 cm. The last two cases have the same dB B. The inner black circles and dots
respectively mark the location of the q=1 surface and equilibrium magnetic axis.
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monotonously increasing function with a central value equal
to =q 0 0.8( ) , where rs is defined by =q r 1s( ) and Θ denotes
the Heaviside distribution. The canonical form of the per-
turbed Hamiltonian in equation (8) may be simply obtained
by replacing r by its approximate cylindrical form = Yr a 2 .
Finally, the wave phases are modeled by c =tmn ( )
c w- tmn mn

0 with frequencies wmn taken in a realistic para-
meter window. The computations presented here use
w = ´ -5 10 rad s11

4 1 and experimentally relevant ratios
w wmn 11. JET-like parameters have been used: the minor
radius is =a 1 m, major radius is 3 m and the toroidal
field =B 2.8 TT .

Each nickel test particle obeys the equation of motion

= ´ +m
t

q
t

q
r r

B E
d

d

d

d
, 13

2

2
( )

where d= + tB B r B r,0 ( ) ( ) and equations (9) and (10) are
used as functions of the radial component of the plasma
displacement with components (11). The charge number of
the nickel ions has been retained to be  = +26, which
appears to be the main ionization state present in similar
experiments [31, 32] and their mass is =m 58.7 u. The full
equation of motion (13) has been integrated without any
gyroaveraging procedure for a collection of nickel ions using

Figure 2. Trajectories of nickel ions during the sawtooth collapse. Trajectories between m= -t 50 s0 and m=t 100 sf are shown for the
integrable case without (a) and with (b) electric field and for the chaotic case (c) with the electric field. (d) Cross sections R z,( ) taken from (c)
showing integrated particle positions for the chaotic case for toroidal angles f p p= 0, 2, and p3 2 are also shown in a time-dependent
color scale. Nickel ions are injected at f = 0, and with minor radius =r 0.5 m.
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a fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm. Electrons trajectories
are also integrated without gyroaveraging, but because of the
very large number of time steps (~109) and to improve
energy conservation, a Boris integrator was used instead of
the Runge–Kutta integrator. The number of test particles in
the calculation was 107 for ions and 105 for electrons. Initial
velocity distribution for all particles in the calculations shown
in the paper was isotropic with an energy of 8 keV. Calcu-
lations performed for lower energies (2, 4 and 6 keV) show
essentially the same trends than at 8 keV.

2.3. Results on the nickel dynamics

Typical orbits are represented in figure 2, for the integrable
case (figures 2(a) and (b)) and the stochastic one (figure 2(c)).
To reproduce the near-crash conditions of [20], N nickel
particles are uniformly placed at t=0 about the =q 1 sur-
face at distances of 0.5 m from the magnetic axis. The dis-
placement used for the (1, 1) mode is 25 cm, close to the
value of the maximal displacement that may be inferred from
the inspection of the tomographic reconstruction of central
soft x-ray emission on the figure 4 of [20]. The maximal
amplitude of the perturbation dB B11

0 is ~3.5%. The crash
starts at t=0 and finishes at m=t 50 s. As expected, if the
−v×B electric field is neglected (figure 2(a)), the trajec-
tories are not affected by the collapse of the sawtooth
instability. The inclusion of the electric field in the integrable
case clearly enhances the effect of the crash over the trajec-
tories (2(b)). A fraction of the Ni ions are smoothly deflected
towards the magnetic axis.

In the chaotic case including the electric field (2(c)), the
crash produces a dramatic and complex redistribution of the
particles. Some ions reach the magnetic axis whereas others
are pushed away towards the separatrix. The trace of ions in
four poloidal sections corresponding to the chaotic case (2
(d)) illustrates the sudden redistribution of ions. In less than
50 μs, the Ni ions experience a radial displacement as large as
0.5 m. During the crash, the radial transport is driven by the
large electric field (proportional to x¶ ¶t) associated with the
rapid drop of the displacement. As the magnetic field is
mainly toroidal and the displacement radial, the ´E B drift is
mainly in the radial direction. However, calculations show

that the process is not uniquely determined by the ´E B
drift. For example, the trajectories do change when changing
the charge sign or the velocity, both properties not affecting
the ´E B drift. Around the crash, the redistribution process
can be characterized as superdiffusive, the mean square dis-
placement being á ñ µ ar t2 with a ~ >3 1. Importantly,
superdiffusive transport has been also reported in the context
of astrophysical plasmas reconnection [33].

To get a more complete comparison between the pre-
diction of our model and the experimental data we perform
calculations for the whole sawtooth cycle. We take as initial
condition ions distributed around the =q 1 surface as found
in [20]. Time evolution of the nickel density along the central
horizontal chord (z=0) for different scenarios is shown in
figure 3. When the mode (1, 1) is included and the electric
field is neglected (3(a)), ions do not show a noticeably
response to the perturbation of the magnetic field. The
inclusion of the electric field (3(b)) enhances the radial dif-
fusion of ions towards the axis in the growing phase of the
instability. The electric field before this stage is mainly due to
the temporal variation of the B-field due to the mode rotation.
The fastest the rotation, the stronger will be the diffusion of
the impurities before the crash. The crash also contributes to
the ion penetration, although the difference between the radial
distribution before and after the crash is not marked.

The addition of the mode (2, 2) with a maximum dis-
placement of 10 cm has little effect over the dynamics of the
nickel impurities (3(c)). Note that the magnetic system
including the modes (1, 1) and (2, 2) is still integrable. The
inclusion of the mode (2, 1), i.e. the stochastic case, with the
same maximum displacement, rotation frequency and grow-
ing time as the (2, 2) results in a strong inward diffusion of
nickel impurities during the crash. In the cases of non-chaotic
magnetic field lines, there is no noticeable nickel invasion
towards the tokamak magnetic axis within the timescale of the
sawtooth collapse. Conversely, quite significantly high frac-
tion of nickel particles inside the core may be obtained when
magnetic field lines display spatial chaos. Two features
observed in experiments [20, 34] are retrieved in this calcu-
lations: (1) nickel ions do not penetrate into the tokamak core
in the growing phase of the sawtooth, and (2) they suddenly
diffuse to the magnetic axis during the collapse. The

Figure 3. Evolution of Nickel ions during one sawtooth cycle. Top row: mode amplitude time dependence. Bottom row: ion density along the
central horizontal chord evolution. Ions are initially uniformly distributed around the =q 1 surface, specifically in a 0.5 m radius—0.1 m
thickness ring centered at the magnetic axis. The plots (a), (b) and (c) correspond to cases with integrable magnetic field lines. The right plot
(d) corresponds to the chaotic magnetic field topology.
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combined result is the inversion of the sawtooth detected from
soft x-ray emission, i.e. the signal grows instead of dropping
at the crash.

To single-out the impact of magnetic chaos, we shall
address the following question: for the same dB∣ ∣, could we
have obtained an inward nickel diffusion in a model with no
chaos of the magnetic field lines? Calculations of the transport
during the whole sawtooth cycle for a variety of parameters
shows that nickel ions can reach the magnetic axis without the
mode (2, 1) only for very large radial displacement of the
(1, 1) mode (x > 350

11 cm), i.e. larger dB∣ ∣, or for high rotation
frequencies (tens of kHz). But the behavior is very different
than in the stochastic case. There is not a sudden diffusion of
nickel during the collapse but a smooth diffusion during all
the growing phase of the instability. Moreover, it is important
to point out that, due to the toroidal magnetic field decreasing
with the major radius as R1 , there is some poloidal asym-
metry in the transport. This is visible for nickel ions in
figure 3(d). Consequently, the transport toward the magnetic
axis observed with chaotic magnetic field lines is more
effective from the direction of greater magnetic field.

2.4. Consistency with experimental results

Electron thermal velocity is more than 300 times larger than
that of nickel ions, but the characteristic times for electron and
impurity transport during the collapse found in experiments
are similar. In other words, the collapse time for normal and
inverse sawtooth inferred from SXR emission are comparable
[20, 34]. We also explored the transport of electrons and
positive ions ( +H ) during the collapse, to test if a chaotic
model for the magnetic field lines is compatible with a global
dynamic independent of the particle velocity and mass. This
will be presented elsewhere. Integrating the exact electron
trajectories, we could reproduce electron temperature patterns
very close to that found in electron temperature measurements
by ECE [35, 36] using the e.m. with chaotic magnetic field
lines for which the experimental nickel behavior was repro-
duced. The time evolution of the central temperature drop
predicted by our model is close to that of the nickel

penetration to the central region (see figure 4). Both times are
close to the collapse time, m50 s, in agreement with exper-
imental evidence. Note that the temperature drop found
(~8%) is weaker than in experiments (~30%), because the
temperature profile created by the sawtooth during the time
lapse integrated here is much flatter than the one produced by
ohmic heating.

To summarize the outcome of our numerical simulations,
we can say that in the case of integrable models of magnetic
field lines for the sawtooth collapse and realistic parameters,
nickel ions remained close to the regular magnetic surfaces, a
feature clearly at odds with the experiments. Conversely, in
the case of collapse models involving different helicities with
mode amplitudes sufficiently large to make magnetic field
lines stochastic in a region about the =q 1 surface where
nickel ions are concentrated before the crash, nickel ions did
invade and remain in the core as observed in [20]. Moreover,
simulations show that both the central electron temperature
and plasma density evolve in the same timescale.

Eventually, the puzzle pointed by Wesson [20] on the
nickel and electron populations moving radially on the same
timescale appears to have a simple explanation: do to their
mass difference, while electrons dominantly feel (and act
back on) the magnetic force being redistributed spatially by
the chaos of magnetic field lines at the collapse, the motion of
nickel ions is more affected by the electric force and mostly
follows the ´E B0 drift. Due to Faradayʼs law, the magnetic
perturbation and electric field act on the same timescale,
controlled by the swiftest plasma particles, namely by the
electrons.

2.5. Conclusion and future prospects

This study offers a quantitative proof of principle that
magnetic field lines are chaotic near the onset of sawtooth
collapses, at least in the case of incomplete reconnection, that
corresponds to spontaneous magnetic reconnection in the
space plasmas terminology.

In this study, as in the original experimental work by
Wesson et al [20], nickel ions take the role of, externally
introduced, massive test particle impurities that serve to probe
the physical mechanisms governing tokamak sawteeth. Nowa-
days, the fate of impurities in magnetic fusion devices has
become an essential issue in itself. ITER will be equipped with
tungsten plated divertors. Those plasma-facing components
could be partially ablated under intense heat flux. In this
respect, this work should, for instance, be useful in the mod-
eling of the transport of tungsten impurities in ITERʼs sawteeth.

With respect to the general problem of magnetic recon-
nection, this work points to the existence of chaotic magnetic
field lines in the last stage of magnetic reconnection.
Although this evidence is given here in the tokamak setting,
there is no obstacle for its occurrence in space configuration.
Further exploration should be conducted to assess whether
this spatial chaos of magnetic field lines may be the/one
explanation to the rapidity of spontaneous magnetic recon-
nection. This chaos emanates here from a small number and
not, as in turbulence, from a large spectrum of modes. As

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of central electron temperature, central
plasma ion density and central nickel density. The sawtooth collapse
starts at m=t 0 s and finishes at m=t 50 s.
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spontaneous magnetic reconnection may start from an
instability, such a stage of low-dimensional chaos should
precede turbulence and its impact on reconnection in the
astrophysical context remains to be explored. A preliminary
analysis indicates that, all other things being equal, chaotic
magnetic field lines induce an increased rate of energy
transfer compared with integrable (laminar) B lines [7].

3. Microscopic features: microtearing turbulence

We shall now consider the case where the relative magnitude
of the magnetic field perturbation dB B is small but sustained
by a wide spectrum of modes. This situation occurs in con-
ditions of turbulence, according to the MCF terminology. In
this case, magnetic field lines behave in a stochastic way, as
many resonance modes overlap, in the usual tokamak
operation conditions where dB B is of the order -10 4 [37, 38].
This was first inferred in the seminal work by Stix [39],
reported in some recent gyrokinetic simulations [40, 41], and
studied within some realistic microtearing magnetic
model [42].

Figure 5 shows a Poincaré plot of magnetic field lines
obtained with a monotonic q-profile and a full spectrum of
tearing modes as in [42] with a magnitude of dB B as low as
´ -3 10 5. This clearly indicates that magnetic surfaces are

destroyed, yet some transport barriers (KAM tori) and their
remnants (cantori) located about low rational values of q
contain the radial diffusion of magnetic field lines.

For the values of dB B experimentally measured in Tore
Supra [37] and recently in JIPPT-IIU [38], the flux across the
cantori is so large that they effectively provide no barriers to
transport and magnetic field lines tend to behave almost
stochastically exploring all the phase space [42]. This intrinsic
stochasticity of magnetic field lines justifies the validity of a
Fokker-Planck-like approach to the electron transport, first
proposed by Rechester and Rosenbluth [43]. This yields the

estimate of the electron thermal diffusivity as c ~ v De Bthe ,
with vthe the electron thermal velocity and DB the diffusion
coefficient of the magnetic field lines. Let us note here that all
the magnetic content is needed to estimate the transport, not
only the small wavelength modes, ‘turbulent part’, that is
sometimes only retained.

The point that we wish to make here is that the sto-
chasticity of magnetic lines is not necessarily catastrophic for
MCF plasma confinement: it is all a matter of confinement
time, or equivalently here, a matter of magnitude of the
magnetic diffusivity. The study [42] pointed out the sensi-
tivity of the magnetic confinement time tB with dB B as
t d~ -B BB

2( ) . Containing dB B to values low enough so
that partial magnetic transport barriers still exist (as in
figure 5) would lead to much higher electron confinement
times, since, as discussed in the introduction, the electron
transport identifies dominantly to the magnetic transport. This
is presumably a path to improved fusion performances if this
is performed jointly with the control of the electrostatic tur-
bulence governing the ion transport.
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